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Story of Maths - Part 4.1: Early 20th century "We must know, we will know" 00:00 - 13:56 23 Problems for the 20th century – David Hilbert In the summer of 1900, the International Congress of Mathematicians was held in Paris in the Sorbonne. It would be remembered as one of the greatest congresses of all time, thanks to a lecture given by the up-and-coming David Hilbert. Hilbert, a young German mathematician, boldly set out what he believed were the 23 most important problems for mathematicians to crack. He was trying to set the agenda for 20th-century maths and he succeeded. These Hilbert problems would define the mathematics of the modern age. For solving any of his 23 problems, David Hilbert offered no prize or reward beyond the admiration of other mathematicians. When he sketched out the problems in Paris in 1900, Hilbert himself was already a mathematical star. And it was in Gottingen in northern Germany that he really shone. He was by far the most charismatic mathematician of his age. It's clear that everyone who knew him thought he was absolutely wonderful. He studied number theory and brought everything together that was there; and then, within a year or so, he left that completely and revolutionised the theory of integral equation. It's always change and always something new, and there's hardly anybody who was so flexible and so varied in his approach as Hilbert was. His work is still talked about today and his name has become attached to many mathematical terms. Mathematicians still use the Hilbert Space, the Hilbert Classification, the Hilbert Inequality and several Hilbert theorems. But it was his early work on equations that marked him out as a mathematician thinking in new ways. Hilbert showed that although there are infinitely many equations, there are ways to divide them up so that they are built out of just a finite set, like a set of building blocks. The most striking element of Hilbert's proof was that he couldn't actually construct this finite set. He just proved it must exist. Somebody criticised this as theology and not mathematics but they'd missed the point. What Hilbert was doing here was creating a new style of mathematics, a more abstract approach to the subject. You could still prove something existed, even though you couldn't construct it explicitly. It's like saying, "I know there has to be a way to get from Gottingen to St Petersburg even though I can't tell you how to actually get there." As well as challenging mathematical orthodoxies, Hilbert was also happy to knock the formal hierarchies that existed in the university system in Germany at the time. Other professors were quite shocked to see Hilbert out having fun with his students, yet this lifestyle went hand in hand with an absolute commitment to maths.



Different kinds of infinities – Georg Cantor The first problem on Hilbert's list emerged from Halle, in East Germany. It was where the great mathematician Georg Cantor spent all his adult life, and where he became the first person to really understand the meaning of infinity and give it mathematical precision. Before Cantor, no-one had really understood infinity. It was a tricky, slippery concept that didn't seem to go anywhere. But Cantor showed that infinity could be perfectly understandable. Indeed, there wasn't just one infinity, but infinitely many infinities. First Cantor took the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and so on. Then he thought about comparing them with a much smaller set, something like 10, 20, 30, 40... What he showed is that these two infinite sets of numbers actually have the same size because we can pair them up - 1 with 10, 2 with 20, 3 with 30 and so on. So these are the same sizes of infinity. But what about the fractions? After all, there are infinitely many fractions between any two whole numbers. Well, what Cantor did was to find a way to pair up all of the whole numbers with an infinite load of fractions. This means the fractions are the same sort of infinity as the whole numbers. So perhaps all infinities have the same size. But Cantor then considered the set of all infinite decimal numbers. And he proved that they gave us a bigger infinity because however you tried to list all the infinite decimals, Cantor produced a clever argument to show how to construct a new decimal number that was missing from your list. Suddenly, the idea of infinity opened up. There are different infinities, some bigger than others. A door has opened and an entirely new mathematics lay before us. But Cantor suffered from manic depression. A lot of people have tried to say that his mental illness was triggered by the incredible abstract mathematics he dealt with. Curiously, this was one thing Cantor was not worried by. He was never as upset about the paradox of the infinite as everybody else was, because Cantor believed that there are certain things that we can establish with complete mathematical certainty and then the absolute infinite which is only in God. He could understand all of this, and there was still that final paradox that is not given to us to understand, but God does. But there was one problem that Cantor couldn't leave in the hands of the Almighty, a problem he wrestled with for the rest of his life. It became known as the continuum hypothesis: Is there an infinity sitting between the smaller infinity of all the whole numbers and the larger infinity of the decimals?



Successive approximations – Henri Poincaré There was one mathematician from France who spoke up for Cantor, arguing that his new mathematics of infinity was "beautiful, if pathological". Fortunately this mathematician was the most famous and respected mathematician of his day. Henri Poincare spent most of his life in Paris, which the last decades of the 19th century was a centre for world mathematics. Poincare became its leading light: algebra, geometry, analysis, he was good at everything. His work would lead to all kinds of applications, around on the underground, to new ways of predicting the weather. In 1885, King Oscar II of Sweden and Norway offered a prize of 2,500 crowns for anyone who could establish mathematically once and for all whether the solar system would continue turning like clockwork, or might suddenly fly apart. Poincare simplified the problem by making successive approximations to the orbits which he believed wouldn't affect the final outcome significantly. Although he couldn't solve the problem in its entirety, his ideas were sophisticated enough to win him the prize. He developed an arsenal of mathematical techniques in order to try and solve it, and in fact, the prize that he won was essentially more for the techniques than for solving the problem. But when his paper was being prepared for publication, Poincare realised he'd made a mistake. Contrary to what he had originally thought, even a small change in the initial conditions could end up producing vastly different orbits. His simplification just didn't work. But the result was even more important. The orbits Poincare had discovered indirectly led to what we now know as chaos theory. Understanding the mathematical rules of chaos explain why a butterfly's wings could create tiny changes in the atmosphere that ultimately might cause a tornado or a hurricane to appear on the other side of the world. So this big subject of the 20th century, chaos, actually came out of a mistake that Poincare made, and he spotted at the last minute. Owning up to his mistake, if anything, enhanced Poincare's reputation. He continued to produce a wide range of original work throughout his life. He also wrote popular books, extolling the importance of maths. But the main mathematical field that made Poincaré famous is another one: Topology.
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